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Abstract
Particle filtering is a popular method used in systems for
tracking human body pose in video. One key difficulty in
using particle filtering is caused by the curse of dimension-
ality: generally a very large number of particles is required
to adequately approximate the underlying pose distribution
in a high-dimensional state space. Although the number of
degrees of freedom in the human body is quite large, in re-
ality, the subset of allowable configurations in state space is
generally restricted by human biomechanics, and the trajec-
tories in this allowable subspace tend to be smooth. There-
fore, a framework is proposed to learn a low-dimensional
representation of the high-dimensional human poses state
space. This mapping can be learned using a Gaussian
Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) framework. One
important advantage of the GPLVM framework is that both
the mapping to, and mapping from the embedded space are
smooth; this facilitates sampling in the low-dimensional
space, and samples generated in the low-dimensional em-
bedded space are easily mapped back into the original high-
dimensional space. Moreover, human body poses that are
similar in the original space tend to be mapped close to
each other in the embedded space; this property can be ex-
ploited when sampling in the embedded space. The pro-
posed framework is tested in tracking 2D human body pose
using a Scaled Prismatic Model. Experiments on real life
video sequences demonstrate the strength of the approach.
In comparison with the Multiple Hypothesis Tracking and
the standard Condensation algorithm, the proposed algo-
rithm is able to maintain tracking reliably throughout the
long test sequences. It also handles singularity and self oc-
clusion robustly.
1. Introduction
Tracking and analysis of human body motion has been an
active research area in recent years. Efficient and effective
solutions would bring great advancement in many impor-
tant applications, e.g. video surveillance, gesture analysis,
human computer interfaces, computer animation, etc.
Particle filtering is one of the most popular algorithms
for tracking human body pose. Given the degrees of free-
dom in the body pose space is usually≥ 20, it is almost im-
practical to apply particle filtering directly as a large num-
ber of particles is required to adequately approximate the
underlying probability distribution in the body pose space.
Hence, a significant amount of effort has been put into the
research of making the particle filtering algorithm more ef-
ficient [6, 25, 26].
In this paper, we exploit the observation that most dy-
namic human motion is intrinsically low-dimensional [7, 8,
21]. We learn a low-dimensional representation of human
motion and use it for tracking articulated bodies. The track-
ing framework is based on the Condensation algorithm and
the particle state is represented using the low-dimensional
representation. By making the transition from tracking in
high-dimensional space to low-dimensional space, we avoid
the sample impoverishment [12] problem and at the same
time retain the simplicity of the Condensation algorithm.
2. Previous Work
There is a broad range of related work in the areas of particle
filtering, non-linear dimensionality reduction, and human
motion tracking.
2.1 Particle Filtering
Many approaches have been proposed to overcome the
curse of dimensionality inherent in the Particle Filtering
framework. The key idea is to reposition the particles ac-
cording to some importance function [10] to ensure a high
survival rate [16]. For example the particles are resampled
using weighted resampling [16] or repositioned using de-
terministic search [25, 27] to localize the set of particles
around significant maxima of the importance function. Oth-
ers apply a coarse to fine search on the weighting function
such as the Annealed Particle Filter [6] or Layered Sam-
pling [26]. If the particle dynamics can be factored into in-
dependent components, then Partitioned Sampling [16] can
be used to improve the particle filter.
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One way to avoid the curse of dimensionality is to ap-
ply tracking on a dimensionality reduced space. Given that
human motion has been observed to be intrinsically low-
dimensional [7, 8, 21], tracking on such a dimensionality
reduced space is a viable solution. Thus, in contrast with
previous approaches that attempt to reposition sampled par-
ticles in an optimal way, we instead sample directly from
a dimensionality reduced space. Furthermore, by choos-
ing to learn an embedding from a training set of feasible
poses, we can form a more “focused” prior for sampling
the poses. The prior is focused in the sense that the prob-
ability of sampling a biomechanically impossible pose is
much more remote when compared to sampling in the origi-
nal space. Therefore, instead of considering the entire space
of possible state configurations, we learn a low-dimensional
representation for the human body poses from a set of train-
ing data that encompasses the state configurations we are
interested in tracking.
2.2 Non-Linear Dimensionality Reduction
Dimensionality reduction is an active research area. Given
its wide applications, there is also a large amount of work
done in this area, such as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [20], Isomap [29]
and Laplacian Eigenmaps [3]. PCA is inadequate to handle
non-linear behavior. Primarily the works of LLE, Isomap
and Laplacian Eigenmaps are representative. These embed-
ding techniques are typically not invertible. For the purpose
of our algorithm, invertible embedding is a crucial prop-
erty. In particular, the inverse mapping is required during
the measurement phase of our modified Condensation algo-
rithm where a weight is assigned to each particle based on
how well the state configuration explains the image mea-
surements. Since the particles are expressed in the low-
dimensional space and the measurement is done in the orig-
inal space, the inverse mapping is then used to recover the
original state configurations from the low-dimensional rep-
resentation.
There are existing works that provide inverse mappings,
such as Charting [4] and the Gaussian Process Latent Vari-
able Model (GPLVM)[13]. In principle, any dimensionality
reduction technique that provides an inverse mapping will
be applicable in our framework but in particular, GPLVM
is chosen as it has been shown to perform well for human
pose synthesis and animation [8].
2.3 Human Motion Tracking
There is a broad range of work related to human motion
tracking and a recent survey is available in [31]. We will
focus on the class of stochastic tracking algorithms.
After the seminal work of Isard and Blake [9], the Con-
densation algorithm has been adapted for human motion
tracking [6, 25]. Cham and Rehg’s Multiple Hypothesis
Tracking [5] modified the algorithm to track modes in the
distribution with a simpler Piece-Wise Gaussian (PWG)
distribution. Toyama and Blake [30] demonstrated how
to incorporate exemplars into such a probabilistic tracking
framework. Sidenbladh and co-workers incorporate a more
specific motion model and accurate background modelling
through learning [22, 23].
The work of Sminchisecu and Jepson [24] is closely re-
lated to ours. They also proposed the use of dimensional-
ity reduction techniques to cope with the high dimensional
state spaces encountered during 3D tracking. A sophisti-
cated algorithm is developed to facilitate optimization over
the embedded manifold in the lower-dimensional space.
They solved the two problems of dimensionality reduction
and inverse mapping recovery using separate algorithms.
They chose to use a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for
learning the prior and the GMM has been known to exhibit
undesirable artifacts such as skinny Gaussians and “bumpy”
surfaces [8]. In contrast, the Gaussian Process Latent Vari-
able Model (GPLVM) smoothly interpolates the underlying
data. Secondly, the representatives used in the kernel re-
gression [24] are chosen in an heuristic manner. The rep-
resentatives are selected from the centroids learned in the
GMM and do not take into account the underlying intrinsic
space curvature (for example, areas of high curvature will
require a denser sampling). In contrast for the GPLVM, the
Information Vector Machine [13] is used to select represen-
tatives based on a information theoretic framework.
The choice of using the GPVLM leads to a principled
way of solving the embedding and reverse mapping prob-
lem. It also leads to a simpler algorithm for 2D human mo-
tion tracking.
3. Formulation
Here we consider the problem of tracking 2D human body
pose in a dimensionality reduced space using a particle fil-
ter. We assume that the set of valid 2D poses can be de-
scribed as a manifold Y ⊂ n. Given a 2D human body
pose y ∈ Y we would like to express it using a lower-
dimensional representation x ∈ X (where X = m,m <
n) and apply tracking in the lower-dimensional space X .
This motivates the need to learn the mappings µ : X → Y
and µ−1 : Y → X .
The proposed framework consists of two components.
The first component is an off-line algorithm to learn the
mappings µ and µ−1. The second component is the on-line
algorithm for tracking using the lower-dimensional repre-
sentation with a modified Condensation algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 GPLVM Learning Algorithm
Initialize size of active set D, number of iterations T .
Initialize the X from Y through ISOMAP [29].
for T iterations do
Select a new active set based on [15].
Optimize L (Eq 1) using scaled conjugate gradi-
ent(SCG).
Select a new active set.
for each component j not in the active set, do
Optimize L′ (Eq 2) with respect to xj using SCG.
end for
end for
3.1 Learning the Low-Dimensional Repre-
sentation
In the training stage, the goal is to learn smooth mappings
µ and µ−1 between the manifold of feasible 2D body poses
Y and the lower dimensional space X .
The learning algorithm used is Gaussian Process La-
tent Variable Model (GPLVM). Given training poses {yi}
as inputs, we learn a low-dimensional space called the la-
tent space (we will use both terms interchangeably). Dur-
ing learning, we estimate a latent space variable xi for
each corresponding input training example yi. The learn-
ing process is formulated as an optimization problem.
For a detailed tutorial on Gaussian Process and the
GPLVM, see [13, 17]. We only describe the basic mecha-
nism and adaptation of the GPLVM to our specific problem.
The presentations here follows [8].
3.1.1 Kernel Matrix
The kernel matrix, K, is the core of the GPLVM model.
We use the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel function
because it smoothly interpolates the latent space. The RBF
kernel takes the form:
k(xi,xj) = α exp(−γ2 (xi − xj)
T (xi − xj)) + δijβ−1,
where k(xi,xj) is the element in i-th row and j-th column
of the kernel matrix K, α controls the scale of the out-
put functions, γ is the inverse width parameter. The scalar
k(xi,xj) models the proximity between two points xi and
xj .
3.1.2 GPLVM Learning
GPLVM learning is the process of learning the kernel para-
meters (α, β and γ) and latent variables xi’s. The reverse
mapping µ(.) is constructed from the latent variables xi’s.
Within the training data {yi}, each yi is a M di-
mensional vector. We collect the m-th dimension of
input yi’s into Ym. Then we maximize the posterior
p({xi}, α, γ|{yi}), which corresponds to minimizing the
following objective function:
L =
M
2
ln |K|+ 1
2
∑
m
YTmK
−1Ym +
1
2
∑
i
‖xi‖2, (1)
with respect to the α, γ and x′is.
The intuition and derivation of L can be found in [14].
This optimization process is realized through the Scaled
Conjugate Gradient (SCG) method. The gradients needed
for optimization are listed in the Appendix A.
To speed up the training, K is only learned on a subset
of the training data. This selected subset is called active
set and denoted by I. The active set can be considered as
a sparse representation of the training data. The process of
selecting the active set is described in [15]. The remaining
points are denoted by J. Active set selection allows us to
optimize each point in J independently [32]. We solve for
each xj in J by minimizing the following objective func-
tion:
L′(xj ,yj) =
‖yj − µ(xj)‖2
2σ2(xj)
+
M
2
lnσ2(xj) +
1
2
‖xj‖2,
(2)
where
µ(xj) = YTK−1I,IkI,j , (3)
and KI,I denotes the kernel matrix learned from the active
set. The vector kI,j is made up of the rows in I from the
j-th column of K, and the variance is
σ2(xj) = k(xj ,xj)− kTI,jK−1I,IkI,j . (4)
Taking gradients of L′ with respect to xj does not depend
on other data in J. The gradients of L′ with respect to x
and y are listed in Appendix A. The learning process is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
The mapping µ−1 is given by
µ−1(y) = argmax
x
L′(x,y). (5)
SCG is used to solve the above optimization problem.
3.2 Modified Condensation Tracker
To describe the proposed modified Condensation Tracker,
we follow the notations of Isard and Blake [9]. The Con-
densation algorithm [9] represents the conditional probabil-
ity at each time step using a a set of particles {s(n)t }. This
set of particles is propagated through time. At each time
step the particles undergo drifting, diffusion and measure-
ment reinforcement.
In the modified Condensation tracker, the particles
{s(n)t } are represented using the low-dimensional space.
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Algorithm 2 Modified Condensation Tracker
The sample set {s(n)t , π(n)t , n = 1, . . . , N} is from the
previous time step. The purpose is to construct the time
t+ 1 sample set.
Construct the nth of N new samples as follows:
Select a sample s′(n)t+1 from {s(n)t } with replacement and
probability proportional to their weights {π(n)t }
Predict by sampling s(n)t+1 from
p(xt+1|xt = s′(n)t+1).
Measure and weight the new position in terms of the
measured features zt+1 :
π
(n)
t+1 = p
(
zt+1|yt+1 = µ(s(n)t+1)
)
Normalize such that
∑
N π
(n)
t+1 = 1.
Estimate the state using the mean
E[xt+1] ≈
N∑
n=1
π
(n)
t+1s
(n)
t+1
The state configuration is given by µ(E[xt+1])
Thus sampling is performed in the low-dimensional space
as well. The original space configuration is only used when
evaluating the observation likelihood p(z|y = µ(x)), where
the inverse function µ(.) maps the low-dimensional repre-
sentation back into the original configuration space and z
are the image features. The modified Condensation tracker
is described in Algorithm 2.
One way to model the state dynamics is using a random
walk in the latent space described by
xt+1 = xt + ω. (6)
Where ω ∼ N(0, ν2), and ν2 can be learned from training
sequences. A motivation for using such simple dynamics is
due to the way the latent space is arranged as similar poses
are packed close together in the latent space [8]. Hence if
we assume that the frame to frame pose difference is not too
large, we can model the dynamics using a random walk.
4. Implementation
We demonstrate the proposed approach on the problem of
tracking upper body hand gestures. The upper body model
is described using the Scaled Prismatic Model [5]. The
marker positions used are show in Figure 1. The state y
is defined in terms of the Scaled Prismatic Model as well as
an overall scaling parameter and a 2D translation. The input
state vector is denoted by y, where |y| = 25.
Figure 1: Upper Body Marker Positions
We learn a 2D latent space using the GPLVM model
learning. Based on the results of Growchow et al.’s
work [8], a 3D latent space is empirically found to be suf-
ficient for 3D pose synthesis. Whereas for our application
of 2D human pose tracking, we found that 2D latent space
is sufficient to give good results though using a high di-
mension (e.g. three or four) will improve the accuracy but
it requires more samples to adequately sample the higher-
dimensional space.
The training data of upper body poses of a male charac-
ter are synthesized in a manner similar to [19]. Computer
graphics model of a human is used to create poses taken
from the gestures used in aircraft signals [2]. The 3D poses
are rendered using Poser 5 and the projected marker posi-
tions are used to compute the Scaled Prismatic Model in the
training set. The poses are rendered from different view-
points on the view-sphere to account for viewpoint changes.
Training the GPLVM with 5000 samples takes around
five hours to complete on an Intel 2.2GHz PC with the
GPLVM implemented in Matlab [1]. The learned latent
space is shown in Figure 2 together with the correspond-
ing silhouette images for easy visualization. It can be seen
that the silhouette images of similar poses are placed close
to each other and there are smooth transitions between dif-
ferent body poses.
For the modified Condensation tracker, the observation
likelihood is modeled as using
p(z|y) ∝ NCC (f(u), T (u, y)) . (7)
The function NCC(., .) computes the normalized correla-
tion coefficient, T (u, y) represents the template pixel value
when the state is y at pixel location u and f(u) represents
the image intensity. The template T (u, y) is a small neigh-
borhood around each marker location. In our implementa-
tion, we set this neighborhood value to be 1/10 of the value
of the height from the base of spine (joint 12) to the neck
(joint 3) specified in Figure 1. The ratio 1/10 is chosen em-
pirically and it gives a rough estimate between the ration of
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Figure 2: Visualizing the latent space.
the length of the spine and the thickness of the arm. The
value u ranges over all image pixels that overlap with the
templates.
The state dynamics is modeled as a random walk (see
Eq. 6) in 2D space. The parameter ν2 can be learned from
training sequences. We project training sequences onto the
latent space and compute the variance of all the distances
between pose transitions. Currently, for our data set, ν1 is
found to be 0.01 and ν2 is 0.02. Note that the dynamics
is described in terms of the low-dimensional representation,
hence the training poses have to be projected down onto the
low-dimensional space. The projection of a point y is given
by µ−1 (Eq. 5).
We found that 200 particles were sufficient to obtain
good performance in the modified Condensation algorithm.
The Processing time for each frame is 0.3 sec on a 1.7GHz
Intel processor running un-optimized Matlab code.
5. Experiments
The modified Condensation algorithm is used to track up-
per body gestures. We present the tracking results from two
sequences that are typical of our tracker (they are available
in the submitted avi file res_2seqs.avi.) The first se-
quence contains a female subject and is 500 frames long,
the second sequence contains a male subject and it is 250
frames long. For all the experiments described here, the
body pose is manually initialized in the first frame. Auto-
initialization is currently not handled and left as a topic for
future work.
5.1 Singularity and Self Occlusion
The strength of the algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 3
and Figure 4, where the case singularity [18] and self oc-
clusion occurred. With the strong prior, our tracker is able
to handle the singularity and self occlusion gracefully. In
the case of singularity, the joints of subject’s forearm, up-
per arm and hand become almost one single point, our al-
gorithm is still able to track the arm. In Figure 4, when the
subject’s hand moved across the face causing self occlusion,
though there is a bit confusion due to the similar appearance
of the face and the hand, our tracker is able to maintain the
track once the hand is moving away from the face.
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(a) Frame 332 (b) Frame 335 (c) Frame 341 (d) Frame 381 (e) Frame 383
Figure 3: Tracking through a singularity. The right hand is lifted up and a singularity is formed in (b). The singularity persist
through frames 336 to 370 (c). The tracker manages to recover in the later frames as shown in (d) and (e).
(a) Frame 476 (b) Frame 477 (c) Frame 497 (d) Frame 511 (e) Frame 513
Figure 4: Tracking through self-occlusion. The right hand is raised and begins to occlude the face in (a). The right hand
crosses the face in (b) and (c) and the tracker still maintains tracking. The tracker is a bit distracted by the same appearance
patch of the face and but manages to maintain tracking in frame (d) and (e).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5: Comparison of Tracking Performance. (a) Particle Filtering, (b) Multiple Hypothesis Tracking, (c) Our modified
Particle Filtering
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5.2 Comparison with Multiple Hypothesis
Tracker and Condensation
We implemented the Multiple Hypothesis Tracker [5]
(MHT) and the original Condensation tracker [9]. Both al-
gorithms are unable to track upper body poses in our test
sequences beyond the first few frames. To improve the per-
formance of both algorithms, we used a simpler kinematic
chain model anchored at the shoulders. Hence the number
of states is greatly reduced to 6 when compared to the full
upper body model. A second order auto-regressive (AR)
model is learned from the first 30 frames for the predic-
tion step in both algorithms. For the standard Condensa-
tion, 1000 particles are used. During the tracking using
Condensation, we predict 1000 states (particles) for the next
state using the second order auto-regressive model we have
learned, then we match the appearance template for each
of these predicted states and set its weights according to
the matching cost. The processing time per frame is about
7 seconds. With the MHT, we use 10 modes. A general
Damped Gauss-Newton Method with Armijo rule is used
to search the local minima of the matching cost. The pa-
rameters of the hypotheses are updated accordingly and the
weights of the hypotheses are computed in the same way as
Condensation. The processing time per frame for MHT is
about 50 seconds due to the optimization process. Both al-
gorithms are implemented in Matlab and are not optimized.
Both trackers failed to track successfully beyond the first
few frames even when a second order AR model is learned
from the test sequences. In comparison, our tracker uses the
simpler random walk model learned on the latent space and
is able to track successful through the frames. The compar-
ison results are shown in Figure 5.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have propose a framework for tracking 2D body poses
that is able to robustly track a long sequences of video. Our
experiments show that our tracker performs significantly
better than Multiple Hypothesis tracking and the original
Condensation algorithm. It is also shown that our tracker
is capable of handling singularities and self occlusions. As
the performance of the tracker depends on the latent space
learnt, it will fail when the poses to track deviates signif-
icantly from the training data. The tracker can only track
poses that are similar to those in the training data.
Currently, the tracker is being initialized manually, we
can automatically initialize the tracker by searching the im-
age for a face using a face detector, similar to the work of
Taycher and Darrell [28]. Secondly, there is also jittering
in the poses tracked. This can be dealt with using smooth-
ing filters for example [11]. Such filters condition the state
distribution on both the past and future measurements thus
reducing the variance of the estimates.
We will also consider extending this work to recognizing
a larger set of gestures involving the full body and hands.
A. Appendix
The following gradients are used in the optimizing L:
∂L
∂K
= −K−1YYTK−1 + 1
2
MK−1,
∂k(x,x′)
∂x
= −γ(x− x′)k(x,x′),
∂k(x,x′)
∂α
= exp(−γ
2
(x− x′)T (x− x′)),
∂k(x,x′)
∂γ
= −1
2
(x− x′)T (x− x′)k(x,x′).
The following gradients are used in optimizing L′:
∂L′
∂y
= −K−1YYTK−1 + 1
2
MK−1,
∂µ(x)
∂x
= YI,IKI,I
∂kI(x)
∂x
,
∂σ2(x)
∂α
= −2kI(x)TK−1I,I
∂kI(x)
∂x
.
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